4 Reasons To Migrate from your Current Solution to SafeNet Trusted Access

Say goodbye to

- 3 year token renewal cycles
- Time consuming management & maintenance
- High costs

Say hello to Safenet Trusted Access

Award-winning Multi-factor Authentication AND Cloud Access Management delivered from one integrated cloud service.

Migrating from your current solution couldn’t be easier

Keep your current tokens and servers, while incrementally migrating to a multi-tier, multi-tenant cloud environment as your licenses expire. No need to rip and replace!

- **Proven technical migration path**
  Use the same technical migration path already used by hundreds of happy customers.

- **Lower TCO**
  Reduce your Total Cost of Operation (TCO) with intuitive management, simple integrations and cloud efficiencies. 100% cloud solution.

- **Simple pricing model**
  Pay one simple all-inclusive subscription fee. No three-year token renewal cycles. Just subscribe, and you’re done!

- **MFA and Access Management in one solution**
  Secure all your apps with the best multi-factor solution on the market, and offer trusted access to all your cloud apps with cloud SSO and granular access policies.

Follow us on:

Learn more about cloud-based access management powered by award-winning multi-factor authentication safenet.gemalto.com/access-management